
Summary of Questions to Ask before you Sign 

1. Financial matters 

Is the scheme viable? 
 

What part of your capital will the scheme retain and how will this portion be 
calculated? 
 

Who keeps control of the retained money? 
 

For what is the retained money used? 
 

Does an entity with a financial obligation to the village curtail any rights to which you 
are entitled by law, and, if so, are you satisfied with this situation? 
 

Do you understand the profit model on which the village is structured, and are you 
happy with the implications? 
 

Who is the managing agent of the village? 
 

Is there more than one agreement for residents who bought at different times? 
 

In an escalating levy system, at what rate does the levy escalate and are there any 
limits to the escalation? 
 

What services does the monthly levy cover and how extensive are the services 
 

Is the village being developed in different phases, and will some of the promised 
services be available only once a future phase is completed? 
 

For what other levies will you be liable? 
 

Will you be able to make structural improvements to your accommodation? 
 

2. Occupancy 

Who can share your accommodation with you, and for how long? 
 

3. Health care/frail care 

What property ownership structure governs frail care? 
 

Are the village’s finances structured in a way that helps fund a change to frail care? 
 

Is acceptance at the frailcare centre guaranteed? 
 

4. Governance 

What mechanisms are in place to resolve conflict and to deal with dissatisfaction 
about how the village is run? 
 

Remember also to speak to the residents of the villages on your shortlist – they will 
be able to give you the human story behind the neatly manicured hedges. 



Other Questions 
Does the organisation offer a caring environment where your health and well-being 
are important to management? 
 

Would a nurse call on each resident at least once a week? 
 

Would carers be available to stay in homes, if required, at a basic cost? 
 

Is an emergency system available and regularly checked? This would include panic 
buttons in all homes and for all residents and a generator that could be relied on if 
the electricity failed 
 

Is a handyman service available? 
 

Are the grounds taken care of regularly? 
 

Are meals available and are they delivered, if required? Are special dietary needs 
catered for? 
 

Is there a laundry and house-cleaning service? 
 

Is there a driver available – for example, for shopping trips and doctors’ 
appointments – at no or minimal cost? 
 

Are there a variety of exercise facilities? 
 

Is the security of individual residences and the surroundings top class, and will the 
security measures be continuously upgraded without special levies being imposed? 
 

Additional notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


